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tence until 1994, it has roots in the chemical root conWhichever route is taken, chemical root control is a
trol market that date back to the 1970s. RootX is a subsegment of the trenchless marketplace that has garsidiary of the Gelco Corp., which, during the 1970s, was
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“We utilized that product for several years but the
company was unhappy with its effects on municipal
treatment plants and was concerned about worker safety [and exposure to the chemicals]. So Gelco started
looking for other options,” says Parke Raffensperger,
RootX president and general manager.
Jim Monaghan, Gelco president and founder, began
searching for a safer alternative and came upon a product being shopped around called Toby’s Foamy Root
Killer D.The product was developed by Tim Tobiason in
Nebraska, who was someone Monaghan became
acquainted with while attending various industry
tradeshows.
“Tim [Tobiason] came to Gelco to discuss selling the
formula. [Monaghan] saw a real advantage to the product and Gelco purchased Tobiason’s formula in 1994 and
RootX boasts of being the first non-metam-sodium
eventually renamed it RootX,” says Raffensperger, noting
foaming formula on the market.
that Monaghan’s next step was to hire him to turn
Gelco’s new venture into a successful company and subtemic. That means it will attack exposed roots, but it
sidiary — which he has done.
won’t get into the trees ‘bloodstream’ and endanger the
RootX now has an extensive database of municipalities
whole tree.” The RootX product is considered a nonand professional drain cleaning companies as its clients.
restricted-use formula and is considered for “general use”
The company currently employs 15 but Raffensperger
by the EPA, he adds.
says that there are plans to hire additional employees as
Raffensperger explains that what makes the RootX
the root control market continues to grow.“The market
product different from the others is that the municipaliis increasing and we [recently] had to increase our perties can apply it themselves and don’t need a contractor
sonnel to better serve our customers,” he says.“Our marto handle it. For smaller pipe diameters, all you need to
ket is nationwide and international.We have a distributor
do is: Pour the RootX dry powdered formula directly
in Israel and have been providing RootX to Canada,
from the package into the upstream manhole.To activate
Portugal, as well as some points in Europe.There are root
the root-killing foaming agent, add water. The foam will
problems everywhere.”
move down the pipe by gravity and the existing flow will
The RootX customer list is pretty much a 50-50 ratio
coat the roots and pipe walls. To enhance this applicabetween municipalities and professional drain cleaners,
tion, Raffensperger says you can place a jetter nozzle in
company officials say, but municipalities get a great deal
the downstream manhole to create a vacuum and draw
of the attention in the company’s marketing efforts.“We
the foam down the pipe.
market strongly to municipalities because our product is
Like most chemical root control products, municipalivery simple and it’s so easy to handle that they can [use
ties should begin seeing differences in the roots in about
it] in-house,” Raffensperger says. “We feel that with the
eight weeks, with a full effect taking place within about
RootX product that we’ve taken away a lot of the myssix months. Pipes should be re-treated every two years
tery to chemical root control and set it up so it can be
or so to keep the roots from
done in-house relatively cheapreturning; smaller diameter
ly, allowing them to utilize their
Cities are taking a more proactive pipes should be re-treated
dollars on other maintenance
every 12 months.
approach in taking care of their root about
programs as well.”
Other products manufacproblems — because every city has tured by RootX are considered
What Is the RootX
root problems. I’m sure my competitors support equipment to the
Formula?
would agree that there are ways to application process. The
RootX boasts of being the
FDU100 is a foam dispersal
eliminate root problems and the easiest unit, which is a hose with a
first non-metam sodium foaming formula on the market. and most common way is to do a regular maintenance nozzle on the end that can be
Raffensperger explains that the program.
attached to a municipality’s jetfirst foaming root control for— Parke Raffensperger ter truck to apply the product.
mula was developed by
RootX also has a tripod that
Vaporooter — described by
aids in using the FDU100.
Raffensperger as being the pioneer of chemical root
control — utilizing metam sodium and dichlobenil and
The Market Today
was a restricted-use formula.
Root control in the past — and to some extent today
“The active ingredient in RootX is the herbicide
— is a hidden secret of the trenchless marketplace. It’s a
dichlobenil,” Raffensperger says. “Dichlobenil is non-sysnecessary maintenance tool of the industry that isn’t
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written about as often as the more known trenchless
methods such cured-in-place lining. But compared to
how root control was perceived 20 or 30 years ago, the
root control market could be at its strongest these days.
“Root control is part of the trenchless market,”
Raffensperger says. “It’s always been put to the side
because it doesn’t have a lot of the tools to it…It doesn’t have that new liner and all the equipment to apply
the liner or the new camera. [With root control,] you
spray your herbicide in the pipeline and then you wait
six months to see what’s happened. It’s a lot of out of
sight, out of mind.”
The municipalities are much more knowledgeable
about root control today than they were even 12 years
ago when RootX came into being. “Cities are taking a
more proactive approach in taking care of their root
problems — because every city has root problems. I’m
sure my competitors would agree that there are ways to
eliminate root problems and the
easiest and most common way is
to do a regular maintenance program.Whether you use RootX or
other products, as long as you do
a regular maintenance program,
[municipalities] are going to see
a lot of their other problems in
that pipeline disappear such as
infiltration, breaking of pipes,
etc.”
Raffensperger credits Gelco for
much of the success the company
has achieved in a relatively short
period of time. He says that drawing on Gelco’s reputation as “one
of the leading pipeline service
companies on the West Coast,” as
well as the parent company’s
expertise helped RootX considerably in the early days. But he doesn’t want to sell the root control
process that RootX advocates
short either.
He notes that RootX participates in various trade shows and
conferences, such as WEFTEC
and APWA, as well as gives presentations on root control and
stays active in municipal wastewater organizations. Participating
in these events aids in getting
feedback on what is needed in
the root control market. For
example, one of the hot topics in
the trenchless marketplace the
last several years has been laterals. Raffensperger says RootX is
currently working on methods to
more efficiently take care of residential service lateral root problems, which not only affect the
homeowner but also the municipal sewer departments.
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“Our customers are telling us that a lot of root
problems start in the residential service laterals and
end up causing problems in the municipal mainlines,”
Raffensperger says.“As a result, we are working with our
customers to develop a more efficient way to treat the
service laterals that will help the homeowner and in
turn reduce problems in the mainlines.
“We’ve been helping cities control sewer roots for
12 years now and if it didn’t work, we wouldn’t still
be here,” Raffensperger says. “Our goal is to restore
pipe flow capacity with minimal training and cost.
We feel we are accomplishing this through our
continued growth in clientele and presentation of our
technical knowledge.”
Sharon M. Bueno is managing editor of Trenchless
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